WHaT GivES KiDS
mOST HaPPiNESS

The census shows us the
importance of having good
relationships as students’
progress through school years
— especially as they transition to
high school and adolescence
Hind Al Mualla,

Students studying in Indian
curriculum schools, those
with good relationships
with adults at home, pupils
with healthy friendships
in schools, and children
with a healthy diet and
sleep pattern are the
happiest, according
to the first-ever 2017
Dubai wellbeing
census conducted
by the Knowledge
and Human
Development
Authority. The
census would
support Dubai’s
vision to be
among the top five
happiest cities in
the world by 2021
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ai for all
AI could transform
governance and the
UAE has a head start.
This is about innovative
governance using
technology that the
country is perfecting.
Humans will be at the
centre of it but tech of
the human kind will make
it easier for them when
they do business with
the government and
private enterprises. AI is
about 24/7 governance.
Residents never had it
so good.
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Are enrolled in
good or better
schools

Are enrolled in
indian curriculum
schools

89%

89%

feel that they do
better than others
in their schoolwork
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Have
close
friendships

87%

Eat fruits &
vegetables 5 times
a week or more
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91%

usually get a
good night’s
sleep
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Modi, CP take ties to new heights
Modi visit reflects historical
ties: Mohamed bin Zayed

IIM-Ahmedabad to set up its
first overseas centre in Dubai

Anjana Sankar and
Ashwani Kumar

Groundbreaking ceremony of
first temple in Abu Dhabi today
comment

UAE, India to be centre
of a brave new world

abu dhabi — For the second time in
three years, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi landed in Abu Dhabi on
Saturday, giving a fresh boost to the
strong UAE-India ties. His Highness
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE
Armed Forces, received Modi.
After the ceremonial reception accorded to Modi, Sheikh Mohamed bin
Zayed tweeted: “Modi’s visit reflects
our longstanding historical ties and is
testament to our friendly bilateral relationship.”
Today, Modi will interact with the
Indian community at the Dubai Opera,
where the groundbreaking ceremony
of the first Hindu temple in Abu Dhabi
will be live-streamed. He will also deliver the keynote address at the 6th
World Government Summit in Dubai.
Even before he arrived, several key
pacts were signed, including a landmark one that will see the Indian Institute of Management-Ahmedabad (IIMA) set up its first overseas centre in
Dubai. — reporters@khaleejtimes.com

Allan Jacob
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WaRm HUG: Narendra modi being received by Sheikh
> SEE PAGES 8, 9 mohamed bin Zayed in abu Dhabi on Saturday. — Twitter

moon receives Kim
sibling’s invite
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64,686

85%

OUR high-level visits in
four years give us an
idea about the depth
and dynamism of the
UAE-India story. The future
trajectory of this partnership is
clear, and could transform the
way business and politics is
done in the Middle East-South
Asia region that will impact
the East and the West.
In just four years, the two
countries have gone way past
symbolism to lay the
framework for a mature
alliance that is aware of the
realities of the day, where the
world is polarised, where
terrorism is fuelling longdrawn wars and intractable
conflicts in the Middle East,
and globalisation appears to
be rushing headlong into

danger with the rise of
narrow nationalist outfits who
are raging against immigration and open borders.
These are uncertain times
for disruptive ideas in what
could have been a brave new
world. Sound bilateral
policies and agreements
encompassing different
sectors are needed when
dreams are dashed as outlets
for employment, creativity
and enterprise dry up or are
being denied in the developed world. Bitter politics
and braggadocio reign when
countries begin turning
inwards and fall victim to
petty politics.
What’s refreshing is that in
this age of turmoil, the UAE
and India are seeking to
redefine and rebuild a brave
> TuRN TO PAGE 23
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THOUGHT fOR THE Day
The thing that’s going to make
artificial intelligence so powerful
is its ability to learn, and the way
AI learns is to look at human
culture. — Dan Brown

KT aPP UAE’s highest rated
and only all-in-one news app

Sarwat Nasir
dubai — Within the next seven
years, UAE residents would feel as
if they are living in a “science fiction world”, a minister has said.
“Imagine every single service
that the government provides and
everything that you do is tailored
to you and given to you right before you ask it. It is something that
makes your life so convenient and
so good ... I think it will be possible

by 2025,” Omar
bin Sultan Al
Olama, Minister
of State of Artificial Intelligence
(AI), said.
In an exclusive
al Olama:
interview with
Self-driving
cars to hit the Khaleej Times on
Saturday on the
roads soon
sidelines of the
pre-event forums of the World
Government Summit, the world’s
first AI minister said self-driving

cars could be on the roads “relatively soon”. “I can’t give a possible
date, but I know that it will happen
relatively soon. The reason is that
the technology is already there and
the only thing that’s stopping us
from having self-driving cars is
probably the old systems,” he said.
The UAE will focus on adopting
AI in three lead sectors: Natural resources, tourism and logistics, he
said. — sarwat@khaleejtimes.com
> SEE PAGE 3

rates in next five years
due mainly to a discrepancy between the five per cent statutory
and effective tax rates. The UAE
dubai — The UAE will not in- levied five per cent VAT from Janucrease VAT and excise tax rates ary 1, 2018, and excise tax on enover the next five years, Obaid Al ergy and carbonated drinks and
Tayer, Minister of State for Finan- tobacco products in 2017.
Al Tayer, however, said the
cial Affairs, said on Saturday.
International ratings agency S&P ministry is working on corporate
said in a note last month that some tax but it is at an early stage of preGCC countries could double value- paratory work.
added tax (VAT) rate to 10 per cent
> SEE buSiNESS
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World Government summit

UAE will lEAd thE world iN
Ai-rEAdy SEctorS: MiNiStEr
Sarwat Nasir

T

he UAE Minister of Artificial Intelligence (AI) Omar
bin Sultan Al Olama on
Saturday announced that
the UAE will focus on adopting AI
in three lead sectors, including
natural resources, tourism and logistics. He said the UAE will “lead
the world” with fast-developing
technologies in AI-Ready sectors.
He also said the country will soon
adopt AI across the government
bodies and will ensure availability
of AI-Ready data.
The UAE will also upskill onethird of its IT and engineering graduates each year in AI, which is
equivalent to one per cent of AI experts in the industry. And the residents could possibly feel as if they
are living in a “science fiction world”
by the year 2025, he added.
In an exclusive interview with
Khaleej Times on Saturday on the
sidelines of the pre-event forums
of the World Government Summi,
the minister said that self-driving
cars could be on the roads “relatively soon”.
“AI in the future, I think, is going
to be the most important technology that humans have ever created.
It is important today, but the potential of it will be seen in the near future,” said Al Olama, who is the
world’s first AI minister.
“Imagine every single service
that the government provides and
everything that you do, is tailored to
you and given to you right before
you ask it. It is something that
makes your life so convenient and
so good. You feel like you’re living
in a science fiction world – and I
think, it will be possible by 2025.”
He also touched on the muchawaited implementation of the
self-driving cars in the UAE. Tesla
recently opened a showroom of
their autonomous cars in Dubai,
however, the self-driving feature
cannot be used yet because the legislation around AI has not been is-

Omar bin Sultan Al Olama during the Global Artificial Intelligence Governance workshop, an event held ahead of the World Government Summit in Dubai on Saturday. The
three-day summit begins today. — Photo by Dhes Handumon

Imagine every single service and
everything that you do is tailored. You feel like
you’re living in a science fiction world – and I
think, it will be possible by 2025.”
Omar bin Sultan Al Olama, Minister of Artificial Intelligence
sued yet. Al though, Al Olama believes that could change sooner
than expected.
He said he couldn’t reveal an exact date of when the legislation will
be issued, but, the UAE will implement the technology “faster than

other countries”. “I can’t give a
possible date but I know that it will
happen relatively soon. The reason
is that the technology is already
there and the only thing that’s stopping us from having self-driving
cars is probably the old systems.

That discussion, we are facilitating
and accelerating in the fastest pace
we can,” he said.
“I think we will deploy these
technologies much faster than other countries. What we’ve seen from
our leadership is that, if a target has
been put, we will meet them or exceed them.”
A major concern that has been
voiced by legislators and safety experts was that which party would
be liable in the case of a car accident — the human or the vehicle?
Al Olama said many countries are

looking to decide that it would be
the fault of the manufacturer of
the car. “They (the manufacturer)
need to make sure the programming is rigorous enough. It’s really something that needs to be
taken into consideration. I think
when an accident happens, the
insurance mechanisms that are in
place will govern in the right
manner,” he said.
“Today, we know that our cars
are a thousand folds better than
the cars that were there in the past.
And just imagine that potential,

when it comes to artificial intelligence, a hundred folds. Because
this technology will be able to give
you an experience that’s unlike
any other. That’s something that
has endless potential.”
sarwat@khaleejtimes.com
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Top official seeks guidelines
for AI use across the globe
Sarwat Nasir
dubai — A global framework for
the use of artificial intelligence
needs to be issued in order to have
a “successful” use of technologies,
according to senior advisor to the
Artificial Intelligence Initiative.
Nicolas Economou believes
there needs to be common guidelines that each country is following when it comes to the application of artificial intelligence (AI).
Economou, who is also the CEO
of H5 and was a member of the
Law and Judiciary policy committee for Barack Obama’s first presidential campaign, was speaking
to Khaleej Times on the sidelines
of the AI Global Governance of AI
at the pre-event of the World Government Summit.
He was part of a workshop at
the forum, which discussed the
practice of law and justice related
to Artificial Intelligence.
“In my opinion, a specific law is
probably too specific and too undifferentiated to be able to practically work. A model that works

I think it’s really
important to recognise, at
an application level, the
way different countries
might want to use AI.”
Nicolas Economou, senior advisor,
Artificial Intelligence Initiative

better is to develop common
guidelines framework based on
shared values,” he said.
“We are very different culturally but there are certain things
that humanity reasons on — that
we are all born with the same fundamental rights and dignity, that
peace is better than war, respect is
better than humiliation.
All of that can surface guidelines
for ethical principles of adoption
of AI, which respects a human being and produces ethicality. Then,
create specific guidelines for applications in different countries.
“I think it’s really important to
recognise, at an application level,
the way different countries might
want to use AI. There has to be

flexibility of different cultural
norms, otherwise, we would have
difficult succeeding.”
He said transparency in applications of AI is essential in order
to govern properly. In the case
of self-driving cars, for example,
Economou said the specifics about
the cause and effect of potential
accidents are important.
“In that continuum, it is crucial
to be able to identify who actually
caused the cause of effect. That’s
why it is the underpinning of any
legislation. Transparency is incredibly important to be able to
identify the cause and effect. Legislation will have to focus on the
transparency.”
sarwat@khaleejtimes.com
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UAE releases world’s first
happiness policy report
say ‘oh, that’s very nice but I’ll go
back to my office tomorrow and do
my job as I usually do’ and that’s
not good enough. Governments
dubai — The world’s first report
only take notice when people say
on the types of policies governthey want to be happier.”
ments should implement to create
However, Helliwell said the
happiness has been launched in
John F. Helliwell, UAE has set a “good example” of
Dubai. The Global Happiness Policy Report 2018 was announced official,global happiness council the initiatives that need to be taken in order to create happiness
by the UAE’s Happiness Minister,
Ohoud bint Khalfan Al Roumi, at the well-being of students and the within society.
Jeffrey D Sachs, the director of
the pre-event of the World Gov- Smart Happiness Index by the
the global happiness council, said
Smart Dubai Office.
ernment Summit on Saturday.
“This report shows what needs that wealth does not necessarily
The global happiness council is
responsible for the report and in- to be done by governments to cre- mean happiness. He used his own
dependent experts worldwide ate happiness. The World Happi- home country, the US, as an excontributed to it, including psy- ness Report is really a place where ample. “We have a crisis in the
chologists, educators and well- we document who’s happy and the US of mental illness, people are
science behind it, but this report rich but they’re not happy. Many
being counsellors.
The UAE’s happiness-related shows building a better world and governments want economic
initiatives were highlighted sev- acts as a guide,” John F. Helliwell, growth, they want the stocks to
eral times in the report, including the synthesis report chair at the grow, then you can live in a built
the country’s National Agenda of global happiness council, said at a society and create chaos. I live in
a society like that. They’re not
being the happiest country in the panel session.
“The progress is there but very thinking about happiness.”
world, the Knowledge and Human
sarwat@khaleejtimes.com
Development Authority to ensure slow. There are a lot of people that
Sarwat Nasir

Governments
only take notice when
people say they want
to be happier.”
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